ELD COMPLIANT SOLUTION
Fleet Management Solutions

INCREASE COMPLIANCE, IMPROVE EFFICIENCY,
& GAIN VISIBILITY INTO YOUR BUSINESS.
The FleetLynx fleet management solution for heavy duty vehicles is designed for
reliable long-term deployments in heavy duty vehicles with J1939 interfaces. The
in-vehicle installed FleetLynx hardware is capable of accessing vehicle diagnostic
data, tracking vehicle location, and detecting harsh braking, acceleration and
more. With the optional FleetLynx Driver Services application, the solution is
a fully complaint ELD solution which can be used for logging Hours of Services,
performing pre and post trip inspections, tracking expenses and more.
With FleetLynx, creating fully complaint IFTA reports can be done with the click
of a mouse.

www.FleetLynx.net

 771 Vanalman Avenue Victoria, BC V8Z 3B8
 Phone: (250) 881-1982  Toll Free: (877) 955-3122 E-mail: info@fleetlynx.net

FLEETLYNX MAIN FEATURES
Main Features

Squad + Driver Services

GPS Location Tracking
ELD Compliance
Driver Messaging
Engine Diagnostics
Electronic Driver Logs
State-by-state Mileage Reports
Electronic DVIRs
Geo-fences

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY, COMPETITIVE PRICE
The FleetLynx solution provides you with actionable business intelligence you can use to increase productivity and reduce
costs. Whether you currently have fleet management solution or not, our team can help you in installing or migrating to a
more advanced technology in an affordable manner.
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